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reviewed by rex cooper research associate in the research information division of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

american congregations is an outgrowth of the university
of chicago divinity schools congregational history project the
projects intent was to focus fresh scholarly attention on american congregations lix
lix the stimulating case studies and essays
published here present good reason to suppose that this goal will
win
be achieved
the work is edited by james P wind director in the religion
division of the lilly endowment and james W lewis director of
the louisville institute for the study of protestantism and american
codirectors
culture who together served as co
directors of the project they
have brought together articles written by qualified scholars from
such diverse fields as theology history ethics sociology policy
planning africana studies and philosophy one of the works
refreshing achievements is that despite the authors obvious academic credentials they do not become pedantic or overly technical
anyone interested in the practical dynamics of american religious
life and congregational development will find these two volumes
enjoyable and highly informative

themes

the

editors regard the congregation as the key to understanding the american religious experience since american religion is persistently communal 12 they maintain that through
coreligionists
co
interacting with religionists
within the congregation individuals
form their religious identities and work out the implications of
their religious beliefs each congregation must in one form or
another deal with such issues as authority discipline diversity
and the appropriate public manifestation of religious faith the
congregation mediates between the secular and the sacred and
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provides members with a shield against secular culture at the
same time however in order to persist the congregation must
react to and thus be influenced by elements in that culture congregat ions respond to such issues and develop over time in a wide
gregations
range of ways thus each congregation can provide a distinctive
perspective on how religion is experienced in america

brief analysis
volume one is a series of case studies that trace the historical
development of twelve american congregations included are
the oldest protestant congregation in new haven connecticut
a southern fundamentalist congregation a reform jewish synagogue two ethnic catholic parishes a greek orthodox congregation a muslim congregation a hindu temple and others of
particular interest for LDS readers is the inclusion of the sugar
house ward in southeast salt lake valley thus the volume permits
a ready comparison between a typical LDS ward and a wide
range of congregations
the authors of each case study were free to analyze the development of their congregations from whatever perspective they
wished and to focus on those issues they felt were most important
the result is a rich tapestry of themes and variations by which the
development of any religious congregation or LDS ward might be
better understood despite their diversity these case studies focus
on a relatively small number of key issues outlined above with
which most american congregations have to deal the similarities
and variations in how congregations have dealt with these issues
reveal a great deal about american culture and the role of religion
in american life
volume two contains general interpretive essays the first
four essays develop broad contexts or maps by which congregations might be better understood and compared 1I was particuHolifields attempt to provide a
larly intrigued by E brooks holifields
general history of american congregations by establishing main
congregational characteristics in various historical periods previously 1I had viewed the proliferation of auxiliary organizations
and social activities in mormon wards during the late nineteenth
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and early twentieth centuries as distinctive to mormonism holi
fields analysis helped me understand that the same tendency was
prevalent throughout america as congregations attempted to
become comprehensive by instigating programs to address all
the needs of their membership
the remaining essays center on the roles of tradition and
leadership in congregations dorothy C basss article on the importance of congregations in transmitting tradition provides an
IDS ward in
excellent theoretical basis for analyzing the role of the LDS
the formation of mormon identity robert michael franklins excellent treatment of the role of ministers in black congregations
greatly increased my understanding of black religious experience
in america

case study of IDS ward
compared to the other eleven case studies in volume one 1I personally found the treatment of the sugar house ward to be somewhat flat although perhaps little could be said about the sugar
house ward that would have appeared unexpected to a salt lake
mormon like myself the authors provide a general overview of the
historical development of the LDS ward and use the sugar house
ward as a case study to illustrate this evolution the simultaneous
1854 organization of the sugar house ward the construction of the
sugar factory within its boundaries and the settlement of people to
run the factory are provided as an example of the fusion of community and ward in early utah the interrelationship of abraham 0
smoots activities as the wards first bishop and as the fac
factorys
torys
superintendent illustrates the dual role of early bishops as both temporal and spiritual leaders in varying degrees of specificity the
same approach is used in discussing tithing block home teaching
ordinances missionary work the reorganization of the relief society in the late 1860s the subsequent organization of the MIA and
the primary the proliferation of organized sports at the turn of the
century the introduction of the welfare program during the 1930s
and the recent curtailment of ward centered activities
while the article presents an adequate overview of these and
other ward centered activities it gives little information on how these
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activities and ward callings fit together the authors make little
attempt to describe the structure of the ward as a network of interrelated callings and to note the ways this structure has developed
also missing is an adequate statement about the contemporary
situation in the ward what are the current roles of the bishop and
the relief society president how are the youth auxiliaries operating how does the modern ward provide members with a mediating
structure as they attempt to relate to one another to the broader
church and to american society and culture these and other subjects could have been addressed if the authors had spent time interviewing ward members and becoming involved in ward activities as
participant observers such an approach would have provided
important insight into the dynamics of the contemporary mormon
ward and the role it currently plays in the lives of its members
perhaps these haws
flaws can be better understood by taking into

account the authors contention that the sugar house wards perlity is rooted in its essential typicality 1299 what they
sona
sonality
seemed to be attempting in this essay was more a general analysis
of the generic features of LDS wards than an examination of the
sugar house ward as a distinctive LDS congregation the authors
view the sugar house ward as typical in at least three senses 1 like
most nineteenth century wards it was a comprehensive community in which religious and secular elements were combined 2 it
is currently suburban as are most twentieth century wards and
53 its members as are those found in most US wards are predominately from the middle class this general approach is probably a proper strategy since the analysis was published as the single
LDS example in a volume dealing with different religious traditions
I1 agree with the authors that these characteristics are pervasive in those US wards whose roots extend back into the nineinference that
teenth century 1I do however take issue with their fiiference
the generic features of LDS wards are in some sense the essence
of the LDS congregational experience they write to a considerable degree
the history of any LDS ward is the history of every
ward 1299 despite an obvious cookie cutter similarity among
LDS congregations variation exists among LDS wards in demographic composition localized vision leadership style internal
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dynamics and interaction with the larger society marked differences exist between an inner city ward or branch in chicago or
philadelphia and a utah ward in rural Para
paragonah
gonah or portage this
distinctiveness is intensified as one moves away from the united
states to places like nicaragua sierra leone and india
A very valuable work could be produced if a group of LDS
scholars were to apply to LDS congregations the analytical tools
employed to produce american congregations such a work would
provide keen insight into how the saints experience and live their
unifying religion in rich variations
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